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Faithlife Makes Extensive Online Theological Library 
Free to Seminary Students and Professors 

 Through June 1 
BELLINGHAM, Wash., April 3, 2020 - Faithlife, makers of Logos Bible Software, are             
now offering five different premium virtual learning libraries at no charge through June 1              
to help seminary students studying remotely due to the coronavirus pandemic succeed            
online.  

“Students and professors can easily make the switch from in-class lectures and            
assignments online, but transporting a campus library containing the kinds of sources            
seminary students need is not so simple,” said Faithlife Founder and CEO Bob Pritchett.              
“We know that these men and women rely on a wealth of consult commentaries, Bible               
dictionaries, peer-reviewed journals and more to succeed in their courses, and we don’t             
believe their studies should suffer from lack of access to these resources.”  

The following online learning libraries being offered for free through June 1 are as              
follows:  

● Lexham Press Master Collection; 
● Classic Scholarship Collection; 
● Logos Mobile Education Courses; 
● Galaxie’s Theological Journal Library; and 
● International Critical Commentary Series.  

mailto:kristin@alarryross.com
https://faithlife.com/about.
https://www.logos.com/product/55155/lexham-press-master-collection?webSyncID=07ee892c-08da-1e6b-ad9b-3da0a742c2dc&sessionGUID=86854d2c-86e4-3a55-39d1-0599be95e4d9
https://www.logos.com/product/190495/classic-scholarship-collection?webSyncID=07ee892c-08da-1e6b-ad9b-3da0a742c2dc&sessionGUID=86854d2c-86e4-3a55-39d1-0599be95e4d9
https://www.logos.com/mobile-ed/courses?webSyncID=07ee892c-08da-1e6b-ad9b-3da0a742c2dc&sessionGUID=86854d2c-86e4-3a55-39d1-0599be95e4d9
https://www.logos.com/product/184429/galaxies-theological-journal-library-subscription?webSyncID=07ee892c-08da-1e6b-ad9b-3da0a742c2dc&sessionGUID=86854d2c-86e4-3a55-39d1-0599be95e4d9
https://www.logos.com/product/166741/international-critical-commentary-series-icc?webSyncID=07ee892c-08da-1e6b-ad9b-3da0a742c2dc&sessionGUID=86854d2c-86e4-3a55-39d1-0599be95e4d9


To learn more about each resource and how to access them for students, visit              
https://faithlife.com/coronavirus/seminary-remote-learning-library. 

“Now more than ever, it is critical that we properly equip the next generation of pastors,                
leaders, teachers and scholars,” said Pritchett. “To achieve this end, we must partner             
with these men and women, providing them with the needed resources they require to              
learn and grow in their studies and in their faith. With these online learning libraries               
available, students don’t have to be separated from the study supplements they need             
because of COVID-19.”  

About Faithlife  
Faithlife Corporation, based in Bellingham, Washington, has been using technology to           
equip the Church to grow in the light of the Bible for more than 25 years. Since 1992,                  
Faithlife has developed multiple tools including church presentation software, academic          
study resources, e-books, and Logos Bible Software. For more information, visit           
Faithlife.com. 
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